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College Markets to Television Audience
By Karen Wentzel

The College became a celebrity in January of 1989 when
its first television commercials aired. These undergraduate
and graduate commercials were again aired in July and
August of 1989. The College has plans to air two new
commercials in January, 1990.
Jessica Johnson, director of Public Relations, stated that
commercials will “generate an awareness in the commu
nity” and'will attract a greater number of prospective
students. Public Relations estimates that over 100,000
people have viewed the commercials.
When first aired in January, 1989, the commercials were
shown only on Channel 5. The undergraduate commercial
contained scenes from commencementand a“stagcd class.”
Dr. Jean Wasko, chairperson of the English department,
who said she “didn’t know how to pretend to teach,” gave
a short lecture on a poem. Wasko commented that she
considered the commercial a good recruitment device for
the English department.
The second airing expanded to Channels 4 and 5. The
graduate com mcrcial presented the College ’ s advanced arts
and business degrees, focussing on the MBA program.
The new undergraduate commercial focussed on the

opportunity of internship and co-operative education avail
able to students. Public Relations has considered airing
future commercials on cable television. CNN and ESPN
would be targeted for the graduate commercial, and MTV
for the undergraduate commercial.
Margaret Hesse, a Communication Arts/Public Relations
graduate of the College, who now works as an admissions
representative here, participated in the undergraduate
commercial. Hesse’scommercialexperienceresulted in her

being recognized off campus. A gas station attendant recog
nized Hesse and exclaimed, “I’ve seen you before. You’re
astar. You’reon Fontbonne College’s commercial.” Hesse
classified the whole experience as “exciting.”
Johnson said the College is especially proud of the com
mercials because all of the participants are either teachers or
students. Participants in the May, 1989, commencement
will be included in the January, 1990 commercials, sched
uled to be aired on Channels 4 and 5.

Professor Becomes Student
TAIWANESE SCULPTOR VISITS FONTBONNE
By Sheng-Pin Wu and
Lisa Williams

Sears Foundation
Program Rewards
Top Educators
By Mildred Galvin

The College was recently selected to participate in the
Sears Roebuck Foundation 1989-1990 Teaching Excel
lence and Campus Leadership Award Program. The award
recognises lop educators at liberal arts colleges and univer
sities.
The winning instructor receives $1000; his or her school
receives $500-1500, depending on student enrollment.
Teachers are judged by a committee selected by their cam
pus. Fontbonne’scommittecconsistsof Academic Dean Sr.
Scan Peters, three faculty members, two recent alumni, and
three students.
“Fontbonne has never done this before so it’s an opportu
nity trfrecognize good teaching on a faculty where there are
a lol of good teachers,” Peters said.
But how does such an award lie in with the philosophy of
teaching? Peterscommenicd, “Fontbonne is what’s consid
ered as a leaching college as opposed lo a research univer
sity. Students have contact with all of the faculty.”
Since only one instructor can win, the committee certainly
has its work cut out for it.
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“The process of
artistic creation can be
compared with falling
in love. The artist and
lover need the same
devotion, patience, and
understanding,” says
Ho Heng-Hsiung, an
exchange student and
famous sculptor from
Taiwan. Presently.
Heng-Hsiung
is
working towards a
master's degree in fine
arts through a program
set up this year at the
College.
’ In March 1989,
College President Dr.
Meneve Dunham went
to Taiwan and signed a
sister-school agree
ment with the National
Taiwan Academy of
Arts. This agreement
allows the Academy to
exchange its faculty
and students with
Fontbonne.
Heng-Hsiung, a proSee Sculptor
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Faculty, Staff Prepare to Save Lives, Kill Dummies
By Joyce Lee
Mel Pallon, Vice-President of Business and Financial
Affairs and his staff recently completed Emergency Re
sponse Training (ERT) and Cardio-Pulminary Resuscita
tion (CPR) training.
During the four years that Patton has been working here,
the College has never had to respond to a critical emer
gency. Patton does not believe in pushing his luck.
“It seemed to me that my staff ought to have some working

knowledge and training to respond to emergency situations.
We do have some staff members who have had heart
attacks, and we had groups of older Sisters who lived in
Medaille Hall. Somebody may need some help one of these
days, and we ’ d better be in a position to help them or at least
try.”
After participating in ERT, Patton and his staff were
trained to deal with injuries and accidents such as cuts,
bum s, broken bones, choking, and asphyxiation from gas or
toxic fumes in the laboratories. In addition, they also went

through CPR training, which is a response to people who
have stopped breathing as a result of a heart attack-or stroke.
Two oxygen tanks, located in the Student Services Office
and the Physical Plant Office, are available to those who are
trained to rescue people’s lives in times of crisis.
Safety is ensured on a twenty-four hour basis. Even when
Patton and his staff have left for the day, several Physical
Plant employees and security guards, the night maintenance
man and some residence assistants, also trained in ERT and

See CPR page 7
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Zen and the Art of Sleep Deprivation
Okay then, is there any student who
HASN’T pulled an all-nighter during the
college experience?
A recurring theme in any academic situ
ation.
You’re down to the crunch, and you still
have four chapters to read for a killer mid
term, to say nothing of the half dozen major
essays and projects due within the immedi
ate week, current overdue and late items
notwithstanding.
Twenty-four hours just aren’t enough in a
fiscal day, particularly not when your brain

is depleted and your body is screaming for
a nap.
Face it: you ’re not gonna sleep for the next
month.
It’s time to roast some midnight java.
Snort a little diet Coke. Drop a bit of indus
trial strength caffeine.
Oh sure, there’s always that one purist in
the crowd who claims to stay awake through
dint of sheer will power alone, but he never
holds out past the first thirty-six hours. He
has yet to discover the one true method of
survival by which every self-respecting
procrastinator swears.
No-Doz. Vivarin. Sleep-A-Way.
The veritable breakfast of grade-point
champions.
At drugstores local to school campuses,
these caffeine products sell out faster than
toothpaste, deodorant, and condoms, which
at a university level is saying quite a bit.
Self-inflicted insomnia marathons are so
prevalent an occurrence, the full-night’s
slumber has gone the way of the dinosaur
(prior to the prehistoric’s recent tasteless re
surgence in cartoons, cereal, and stuffed
animals). Actual sleep is fast becoming the
exception and no more the rule.
Sleep/Obligation postulate #1 stales that
The amount of sleep obtained on a given
night is inversely proportional to the conse
quence of the responsibility incumbent the
following day.
Pul simply, in deference to those lacking
even the most basic mental perception (see
letter below), the more your assignment or
exam counts toward the semester’s final

A Montessori Preschool
Right on Fontbonne Campus
A Growing Place
Montessori School
Washington Hall
Full and Half Day Classes
Ages 2-1/2 to 6
Call 863-9493 or 852-1685
Now Enrolling

grade, the less you can expect to sleep the
night before.
This is a universal law from which nothing
is exempt; noteven legendary columnists,
I’m sorry to report.
But what of the naive young tyro who has
managed miraculously to foregoall-nighters
up until now? What suggestions may we
offer the hapless creature upon first con
fronting the long-term study session?
Ever the fontofquintessence.Iinmyusual
infallibility have devised a well-researched
(oy vey) account of a typical sleepless sce
nario for just this
purpose.
How Not to Go
About It An Exer
cise in Futility, by
none other.
Of course it’s not
your fault, but due
to aleatoric forces
beyond your con
trol, you’re faced
with an undertak
ing that greatly
exceeds youravailable time to accom
plish it.
Take, for ex
ample, this com
pletely hypotheti
cal noumenon:
Imagine you’re
the editor of a ma
jor publication. The
project is nearly
three weeks behind
schedule because none of the writers made
the deadline. Copy editors are scrambling
to finish up the rewrites, and your typesetter
has fallen off the edge of the continent.
Above all of this, your financiers are grow
ing suspicious of the delay, while questions
pour in from every direction — WHEN IS
THE NEXT ISSUE COMING OUT?
Clearly this one calls for a little overtime.
Listen carefully.
Fill your system with copious amounts of
prefabricated alertness which chips away at
your stomach lining. The constant pain
incites you to work with ever-increasing
speed, and as a corollary everything is fin
ished sooner. Theoretically.
Your eyes are in a perpetual zombielike
REM state, since you don’t dare blink for
fear that your body will interpret its closed

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
JOB WORKS
A resume writing, interviewing, and
networking skills workshop is held
every firstand third Vednesday. 11:30
a m in the Student Services ConferenceRoom.There will be an evening
session January 24. 1990
GATEWAY TO CAREERS JOB FAIR
Friday, March 9, 1990 at Maryville
College -- All graduatesbetween May
1989 and August 1990 looking for
en try level jobs are encouraged to at
tend.
To preregister Pay a $5 registra
tion fee and provide Ann Spiller with
three copies of an approved resume by
February 6 at 5 00 p m One of these
resumes will be placed in a resume
binder for screening by employers.
Late registration $7 and late en
trance to Career Fair, no prior em
ployerscreening.

Philips
(Sorry, John)

eyes as a sign that you may now doze. If that
happens you risk sleeping straight through
the deadline.
Afraid of developing a tolerance for the
caffeine, you double and triple up on the

wits just long enough to get through the
session. Interims vary one to the next, but
each is guaranteed excruciating.
Once you've met the deadline (averaging
within a margin of about ten minutes), en

You 're Not the Only One

dosage. This leads to involuntary shakiness
such that you don’t recognize your own
handwriting, provided you’re fortunate
enough to still grip a pen.
Prolonged wakefulness starts to overlap
your subconscious dream time, and you
begin hallucinating. Your mind reels back
clips from old Bullwinkle episodes: “Hey
Rocky, watch me pull a rabbit out of my
hat!”. . .’’Now here’s something we hope
you’ll really like!”
Everyone you encounter remarks on your
appearance, volunteering insightful advice,
as though you really haven't noticed how
desperately you need sleep and look like a
barely-preserved corpse.
Finally, by some curious twist of fate, you
maintain the necessary weak grasp on your

Dear Editors-ln-Chief:
I am a senior and by the time I
graduate in May, I will have spent
approximately $45,000 over a
four-year period at Fontbonne
College for tuition, room and
board, books, and other related
school expenses. Having been a
part of this community for four
years I find it irritating that during
a time when most students are
making efforts to bridge the gap
between dorm students and
commuters (via Commuter
Council, Student Government,
etc.), Julie Boggiano insisted
upon creating rivalry over
something as trivial as parking.
While it is important to note that
the parking situation in itself is not
trivial, it is also important to
disclose that the proposed
solution, (Charging dorm
students more for parking and
designating their areas as the
farthest corners of the lot), will
only be received with resistance.
Dorm students as well as
commuters must endure the
parking crisis. Boggiano's
proposal almost suggests that'

joy whatever grace period you can steal, be
cause despite all your resolutions never to
fall into this chaotic pattern again, it's a way
of life. There's no escaping.
Sleep/Obligation postulate #2 states that
The length of time during which a given in
dividual is denied sleep is directly propor
tional to thefunctional incompetence ofthe
individual.
This means that the less sleep you get the
night before, the worse you can expect your
performance to be on the assignment or
exam the next day.
All-nighters have the distinct honor of
reducing the most conservative of students
to a nail-biting, raving caffeine addict.
But, hey, at least you've found your twentyfifth hour.

residents should be penalized for
their occupancy when, in fact,
perhaps they should be favored
because they already »pay
roughly $3,000 yearly to live on
campus.
As a resident, as a car owner,
and as a full-time student with 21
credit hours and two part-time
jobs, (both off-campus), I think
it's fair to say that I do at least as
much running back and forth as
any commuter. I, too, am limited
to parking quite a distance from
the buildings at times. However,
I cannot rationalize ever having
to give up an available space
near my dorm for anyone other
than a handicapped person.
And, you will certainly never find
me willingly sacrificing a space
for, as Boggiano so graciously
refers to herself, 'THE POWERS
THAT BE.'
Having overheard several
heated
discussions
on
Boggiano's proposal, I'm sure
that I represent a large number
of students that feel the same
way.
Elizabeth Vollmer

The Fontbannerwe\comes letters to the editor and will print any viewpoint expressed
to us in writing. All manuscripts become properly of the Fontbanner and may notbe
returned. Letters are subject to some editing where space requires.
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Speaker Addresses Effects of Satanism
By Darrell Haynes
James Mantle of the St. Ann police depart
ment headed the first in a scries of Critical/
Global issues in the AMC. Mantle spoke
about Satanic cults and their cumulative
effects and prevalence in our society.
By applying ten years of his own experi
ence in juvenile work. Mantle came to the
conclusion that the breakup of traditional
values is the cause of many of society’s
problems. In the last thirty years, teen sui
cide has tripled. The divorce rate is fifty
percent, and drug abuse has become ac
cepted in our society.
Mantle presents educational programs to
schools, including parents as well as teach
ers, and also to the clergy. His goal is to
combat the negative influences on kids in
our society.
According to Mantle, Satanism is becom
ing more widespread. Mantle said he knew
of a Christian revival that tallied eight
hundred people while a recruiting seminar
for Satanists in Oklahoma ran in excess of
two thousand. Mantle said the Satanic Bible
outsold the HolyBible2-l last year, 10-1 on
college campuses.
According to Mantle, the Midwest, and
Missouri in particular, are ideal home bases
for Satanism because the Midwestern re
gion is centrally located in the United States.
Mantle claims Satanism has struck as close
as the St. Charles School District — it has
taught witchcraft to students. The last chap
ter of a fourth grade textbook showed how
to send out applications to the Witches
Covenant Council.
Although Mantle focused on rock music,
Dungeons & Dragons, and demonic movies
as potentially harmful, he admits that it’s
only the cumulative effect of practices on
susceptible people that lead to Satanism.
Ozzy Osbourne, a popular rock star, has
been the center of the Satanic controversy.
Lawsuits have been filed against him re
garding deaths over his song “Suicide Solu
tion.” But reference to Osbourne’s affili
ation with Satan is disputed by many. One
student at Mantle’s meeting said she lis
tened to the song and saw nothing wrong
with it. Mantle rebutted, “We never know
how children will interpret songs and use
them in their everyday lives.” Since the

average child listens to eleven thousand
hours of music from kindergarten until high
school graduation, Mantle suggested,
“Plenty of time for brainwashing exists.
Combined with the fact that many albums
are recorded at ten megahertz, enough for
the conscience to maintain, children are in
great danger.”
Many popular movies, such as A Night
mare on Elm Street and Friday the 73*,

Playing the
Devil's Advocate
By Theresa Mozelewski

“The Temple of Set and the Church of
Satan are coming back together, and do you
know where they’re coming? They’re
coming to St. LouisTor somewhere here in
the state of Missouri. It’s scary to think that
we’re going to have all that activity going
on here. I broke up a group of ten-year-olds
just last Friday. Ten
years old and these
kids are practicing
rituals.”
Sounds like the Ger
aldo show invaded St.
Louis? Think again.
These were state
ments made during a
presentation on Satan
ism by Sgt. Jim
Mantle, a juvenile
officer with the St.
Ann Police Depart
ment.
I saw the flyers ad
vertising the seminar and thought we might
finally get beyond tabloid exploitation. A
police officer would approach the subject of
Satanism realistically and rationally.
Once again I overestimated the power of
the badge.
The seminar began with a video tape
(“which can be found in video stores all
around St. Louis,” declared Mantle) that
displayed initiation rituals performed by an
offshoot of the Church of Satan, and inter
views with the Church of Satan’s leader,
Anton Szandor LaVey, the “Black Pope”
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reached by 1986. Those goals included
increases in family discord, foster homes,
rebellion against authority, and Satanic
activities. Also, they wanted prayer taken
out of schools.
In the end, Mantle addressed the crowd,
saying, “Who am I? A policeman. Why
should I be talking about religion? Well,
I’m a Christian as well, dedicated to helping
those who may be easily influenced.”

Sensationalism or Sin?
himself.
Mantle also played show-and-tell using a
table laden with so-called Satanic parapher
nalia for affect. As Mantle spoke, he placed
the blame for society’s woes on the Satan
ist, and pointed fingers at heavy metal music
and fantasy role-playing games for the
advance of Satanism. If you missed the
presentation, don’t worry. Pick up the next
issue of The
National En
quirer and I’m
sure you will
findamore “in
formative”
story there.
Needless to
say, I was dis
appointed by
the talk. If I
follow
Mantle’s formulafor detect
ing Satanists, I
would suspect
several of my friends and they would proba
bly suspect me. Furthermore, I doubt if
Anton LaVey stays at home playing Dun
geons & Dragons, while listening to the
rock band Slayer.
This is America, where freedom of speech
and religion are respected. And whether
Mantle likes it or not, the Church of Satan is
a religion.
Because I wanted an objective, and ra
tional, view of Satanism, I decided to gath
ered more information. I needed to hear
both sides before I made any judgements.
I planned on renting the video tapes listed
in the seminar. I tried a total of eight video
stores in North and West County, three
major chains and five independents, and
none had the tapes I requested. The man
ager of one store suggested I try the video
Faces of Death, except he didn’t have it
Both the Satanic tape and Faces of Death
have been banned in certain areas of the
county. Censorship rears its ugly head in St.
Louis.
I realized I was getting nqwhere, so I
changed tactics. Why use video if I could
find the real thing? I would find a Satanist
and hear his view. According to Mantle’s
paranoid perception. Satanists were lurking
about everywhere, so how difficult could it
be?
Well, even though the Church of Satan
encourages open practice of its religion,
people were hesitant because of the numer
ous attacks by the media. Eventually, a
friend introduced me to an occultist who
believes in the principals of the Church of
Satan, but is not a member. He agreed to talk
to me if he could remain anonymous.
When we met, I made it clear that I didn’t
want to persecute him. I wanted to dispel the
rumors surrounding Satanism. Because I
was relatively ignorant on the subject of the
Church of Satan, he (from here on referred
to as J) gave me a copy of the Satanic Bible,
written by Anton LaVey. The Satanic Bible
is now in its twelfth edition and supposedly

“Most people don't
take the time to find
out about any beliefs
other than their own.
If they would just read,
most of the myths
about Satanism would
be destroyed. “

EDITORIAL STAFF

Faculty Advisor Jason Sommer

depict demonic characters. In one movie,
however, the character was cast from real
life. Rosemary’ sBaby cast Anton LaVey as
the devil. LaVey is the minister of the
Church of Satan in California.
Satanists, the complete opposite of Chris
tians, concentrate on defiance, self adorn
ment, and individualism, rather than family
oriented concepts.
Mantle said Satanists had set up goals to be

outsells the Holy Bible. “All your answers
are in there,” said J.
True to his word, when asked a question,
he leafed through the book until he could
quote LaVey. According to J, “Most people
don’t take the time to find out about any
beliefs other than their own. If they would
just read [the Satanic Bible], most of the
myths about Satanism would be destroyed.”
How did you become involved with Sa
tanism?
“My parents raised me a Catholic and I had
been going to parochial school since I was
five. When I was a junior I began question
ing their faith and I realized it wasn ’t for me.
I looked into many other denominations but
they didn’t suit my needs. I sort of stumbled
onto the Satanic Bible and it made a lot of
sense to me. I didn’t become a member of
the Church because like the other religions,
I wasn’t fully satisfied with all their beliefs,
but it was the closest I could find. My
parents weren’t too pleased,but eventually
they felt I was mature enough to make the
decision on my own. My choice had noth
ing to do with the music I listen to, nor is it
a reflection of poor parenting. This is who I
am.”
Do you worship the Devil in the same
sense others worship God?
“It is absurd to think God created man in
His own image; man created gods in his
image because he needed something tan
gible to believe in. The concept of God is
too abstract for man to visualize without
some sort of representation.”
He then quoted from the Satanic Bible,
“Most Satanists do not accept Satan as an

“It is absurd to think
God created man in
His own image; man
created gods in his
image because he
needed something tan
gible to believe in."
anthropomorphic being with cloven hooves,
a barbed tail, and horns. He merely repre
sents a force of nature — the powers of
darkness which have been named just that
because no religion has taken those forces
out ofthe darkness. To become a Satanist, it
is unnecessary to sell your soul to the Devil
or make a pact with Satan. This threat was
devised by Christianity to terrorize people
so they would not stray from the fold.’’
There is a growing concern about Sa
tanic violence. Are young children or
animals used in Satanic rituals such as
the Black Mass?
J looked with scorn upon my obvious
ignorance and answered, “First of all, a
Black Mass is not a ceremony practiced by
true Satanists. It was originally devised in

See Satanist page 7
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A Health Fair was held in Student Services on October 18.

quoteline

Why did you attend the
Health Fair this year?
Photos and interviews by Pam Jansen

Cecil Jennings
Graduate Student - Business!
Administration
“I’m here to promote mental
health education on the College
campus and reduce the stigma
attached to mental illness.”

New French instructor Mme. Collette Manac’h-Royall.

Photo by Pam Jansen

Foreign Language Dept.
Gets Royall Accent
By Karen Wentzel

Camelta Cadet
Senior - Food, and Nutrition
“I came over to see what was
being represented, and to pick up
brochures to add to my files.”

Joan Nenninger
Junior - Early Childhood
“These pamphlets will help me in
my work with parents of school
aged children, especially concern
ing the threat of drugs and AIDS.”

Lisa Lauri
Graduate Student - Dietetics
“1 wanted to see what health
lips they were promoting and
pick up any brochures.”

There is a new French accent on campus
this semester — Mme. Collette Manac’hRoyall.
Manach’h-Royall came to the United States
in F973 from Tours, France, an area known
all over the world as the Garden of France.
She has degrees from the University of
Poitiers in France and the University of
Oxford in England, and also a bachelor’s
degree from Webster College, a master’s
degree from UMSL, and a doctorate in
foreign language education from St. Louis
University.
This semester Manac’h-Royall is teaching
French 101 and 103. In her classes she
stresses the skills of understanding, speak
ing, reading, and writing. Her goal is to
initiatea Certificate ofProficiency based on
the American Committee on Teaching For
eign Languages. Manac’h-Royall acknowl
edges that her goals are am bi tious, but thinks
that it is time for students to realize the
advantage of a high level of proficiency in a
foreign language.
On January 1, 1993, the European Com
munity’s two official languages will be
English and French. All other languages
will be considered national languages. One
of Manac’h-Royall’s proposed classes for
next semester will offer students a practical
opportunity to participate in the European
Community. Students enrolled in Business
French (FR 122) will be able to earn a
certificate from the Chamber of Commerce
of Paris. Manac’h-Royall believes this class
will be especially beneficial to business,
accounting, and engineering students.
Perhaps it will be these students in Busi
ness French who will help to alleviate oneof
Manac ’h-Royall’s pet peeves about French
business people: curtness. She believes that
French courtesy (in shops) is being “eroded

and is on the verge of being rude,” unlike in
American stores where “generally speak
ing, customers are shown courtesy.”
Another new class which is being pro
posed for next year is Global Literature (AE
205). This class will be given in English and
will present literature themes from various
nationalities’ viewpoints.
Manac’h-Royall also teaches Spanish as
well as French in the local high schools.
Lisa Williams, a former student of Ma-hac’h-Royall’s from Incarnate Word Acad
emy , remembers her as “a good teacher with
a zest for learning the language.” Although
Manac’h-Royall has not had any of her
former high school students in her college
classes, she is looking forward to the expe
rience and is actively recruiting former and
new students for next semester.

Happy 60 th
Birthday
BobthePainter
11-20-89
From your friends
in the BusinessOffice
Can't find what you're looking for?
Ask your librarian!!
FONTBONNE
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Departments
Open Doors to
Homecoming

Commuters
SponsorHayride
By Meredith Hanley

By Beth Allison
Homecoming kicked off at 4:00 p.m. on
Friday, September 22, with many depart
ments hosting open house. Food, drink, and
entertainment were offered to welcome
members of the college community gather
ing to attend Homecoming festivities.
The Art department featured a selection of
students’ art work. Business/Administralion provided an open forum for alumni to
discuss their advanced educational needs.
Communication Disorders, Deaf Educa
tion, Education/Spccial Education, and
Social Science sponsored a “Stroll Down
Memory Lane” which invited guests to
reflect over the departments’ collection of
pictures and tales. The Music department
joined in the Education department’sreception and provided entertainment with piano
music from Gershwin’s songbook.
The English department offered “An Af
ternoon of Literary Nonsense,” with stu
dents and faculty sharing humorous poetry
and prose.
The department of Natural Science dis
played its newly renovated labs, while the
Mathematics and Computer Science de
partments welcomed an alumni exchange
of professional experiences and offered tours
of the new computer lab.
The kickoff culminated with a reception
sponsored by the Alumni Association in
front of Ryan Chapel at 5:00 p.m. Ambassa
dors greeted guests as they arrived.
Wine, softdrinks, cheeses, and fruits were
enjoyed while a crowd of students, alumni,
parents, guests, faculty, and staffconversed
with one another and celebrated the onset of
Homecoming.

Father Paul O'Shea asks blessing over the gifts at the Homecoming Mass.
Photo by Pam Jansen

Collegecommunity
Uni tes inFaitn
By Beth Allison

Approximately 120 students, alumni, fac
ulty, staff, and guests attended Homecom
ing Mass on Sunday morning, September
24, in Ryan Chapel.
Members of the soccer team carried purple
and gold banners into the chapel at the
beginning of the service. Students, faculty,
and staff performed all ministries of the
Mass.
Sr. Ruth Yates, Director of Campus Min
istry, was pleased with the turnout. “It was

nice to see the Chapel full and to have
representatives from the various college
constituencies present.”
Elizabeth Krasnicki, a junior who assisted
Yates in planning the service, commented,
“I was really glad to see the students partici
pating in theceremony. Some of the athletes
gave up their timeon Saturday forrehearsal.”
Fr. Paul O’Shea presided at the ceremony.
New to the U.S. from Ireland, O’Shea was
ordained a few months ago and presides
over the weekly S unday Mass in the Chapel.

The College may now boast of a new
Homecoming tradition — a spirit filled
hayride — thanks to the Commuter Coun
cil. The festivities this past September
included a fun-filled ride on the infamous
college bus to Greensfelder Park near Six
Flags.
Upon arrival, the adventuresome group
boarded two overstuffed haywagons and
began their memorable journey through the
cool, starry night. Precise planning on be
half of Commuter Council member Eliza
beth Krasnicki and the organization’s advi
sor, Carla Tinoco, did not prevent prob
lems.
The day of the event Tinoco called Greens
felder to confirm the reservation the Coun
cil had made earlier this summer. The staff
at Greensfelder claimed they had never
received a confirmation or payment They
had cancelled our long anticipated hayride!
However, Tinoco explained the College’s
predicament, and after much juggling of
staff and available haywagons, the staff at
Greensfelder bent over backwards to make
sure the Commuter Council would have its
Homecoming Hayride.
After the long journey through the dark
and musty woods, and after the hay fights,
ghost stories, vocal renditions of The Brady
Bunch and Gilligan’sisland themes, the fun
seekers met quietly around a bonfire and
snacked on s’mores — roasted marshmal
lows sandwiched by two chocolate cookies.
All in all, the first annual Homecoming
Hayride was a smashing success and Com
muter Council deserves to pat itself on the
back.

Sculptor
Continued from page 1

DivenseCommediansTickleCampusFunnyBone
By Beth Allison
Comedians from the Funny Bone Comedy
Club entertained a full house at the A MC on
Friday, September 22, in celebration of
Homecoming. Steve Pollard and Charlie
Williams performed for a crowd of stu
dents, alumni, parents, guests, faculty, and
staff. Judy Scheer, co-host of the morning
show on WKBQ 106.5, emceed the pro
gram.
Charlie Williams performed an adapted
pantomime skit, using primarily vocal
sounds. One such skit, “The Drive,” con
sisted of Williams trying to start his car,
shifting and grinding gears, and driving
along the freeway. After hitting a dog (good
shot) and having a blow out (promptly re
paired with bubble gum), he was ticketed
for speeding by a not-so-friendly police
officer.
Afterwards Williams took the audience on
a trip to a fast food restaurant where he tried
to no avail to order a meal through the driveup window. The skit culminated with Wil
liams’ car stalling on railroad tracks where
he was hit by a train. Luckily, our comedian
bailed out in the nick of lime.
Steve Pollard, a stand-up comic with a
bawdy and aggressive style, enjoys a wide
reputation and has opened for several popu
lar artists including Eddie Money and Little
Feet. He offered impersonations of Ma
donna, John Boy Walton, Hadji (from the
cartoon Johnny Quest), and Bonnie and

Clyde.
Pollard performed a unique version of the
theme song to Gilligan 'sisland and changed
a Rambo water pistol into an “a-salt-rifle”
by attaching a container of Morton’s salt to
the handle.
Pollard exchanged many more jokes and
barbs with the audience. He completed his
program with a song entitled “Safe Sex”
which he dedicated to Irene (manager of
Fontbonne’sbusiness office) and Jim Wolfe
who have eight kids. Williams’ voice inter
pretations were well received by the audi-

■&

By Theresa Mozelewski

Jasmine, a contemporary jazz duet com
posed of Carol Schmit and Michele Isam,
opened Homecoming with a concert in the
AMC. Jasmine was sponsored by the alumni
of the Special Education department
This duet has been playing in the St Louis
area for ten years, and their experience
showed the pair worked well together,
mingling their voices into various harmo
nies and entertaining the audience of ap
proximately fifty alumni, faculty, and stu
dents with an energetic performance. Their
set included cover tunes, such as “Route 66”
and “Under the Boardwalk,” mixed in with
original material from their second album.

ence. Meredith Hanley’s comment was
typical of most of the audience. “It was
really entertaining. I thought the sounds he
made were a recording.”
Regarding Pollard’s performance, many
agreed with Joyce Lee’s summation of the
act being “a bit vulgar” and that he “should
have considered his audience” in arranging
his routine. Overall, the audience enjoyed
the performances in spite of reservations
toward some jokes, and felt the comedians
were a nice addition to the Homecoming
festivities.

Jazz Duet Wins
Over Audience
Wild Strings.
Unfortunately, the audience didn’t share
the performers’ enthusiasm until the show
was nearly finished. Perhaps this could have
been remedied if the show had been pro
moted on the Homecoming posters as a jazz
duet, instead of simply “Jasmine.” No one
really knew what to expect. Toward the end
of the show, and after much prodding from
both Schmit and Isam, the audience did
respond favorably.
Overall, the show went well, despite the
audience’s apparent sedation, and although
I am not a fan of jazzy, folk music, I found
it enjoyable and well worth the effort the
Special Education department spent organ
izing this event.

fessor at the Academy, taught sculpture for
twenty-three years. After a long teaching
career he has returned to student life. Last
summer he earned nine credit hours and this
year he plans to finish his program.
He says, “I want to make a soul-searching
in my art’s creative and teaching works. So
I go back to enjoying the happy student’s
life, while learning some American artists’
experiences and teaching methods. I feel
thatis a very interesting thing.” Heng-Hsiung
likes the college atmosphere and works
very hard, although he confesses that the
work is more like a vacation.
Most of Heng-Hsiung’s early works were
representations of human figures. Later, he
found inspiration in inanimate objects. A
seed, for instance, could be used to repre
sent the origin of life. In the beginning of his
artistic career, Heng-Hsiung abhorred tra
dition, which he felt was an obstacle to
creativity and originality. As he continued
his work, his attitude changed and matured
once he realized that tradition is the founda
tion for the future and cannot be ignored.
Heng-Hsiung’s latest efforts have been in
environmental sculpture. He created many
big outdoor sculptures in Taiwan, such as
“The Long Life in the Future” which stands
in the Taipei New Life park. Another of his
works, “The Gate of the Universe,” resides
in a sculpture park. Many of his works were
also placed in the Plaza Park.
There is a Chinese saying: Take a rest
because you have a long way to go in the
future. Heng-Hsiung is taking a rest now in
order to leant more about his craft and give
that knowledge to future students.
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Theatre Opens
Season with Medea

By Jeannette Mentesana
Fontbonne Theatre opened its 1989-90
season on October 20 with Robinson Jef
fers’ adaptation of Euripides’ Medea.
The director, Michael Agnew, success
fully mixed spirited performances, musical
resonance, and emotionally-imbued set and
costumes, making the message of a centu
ries-old play relevant to today’s concerns
the about the tragic effects of lust, jealousy,
and unbridled power.
In Greek mythology, Medea is a sorceress
and priestess, who falls in love with Jason
and helps him to steal the Golden Fleece. In
the process she murders her half brother.
Medea then marries Jason and convinces
her sisters tocutPelias, Jason’senemy, into
pieces.
With the death of Pelias, Jason is able to
capture Phonecia and place Pelias’ son
Aegeus on the throne. Medea then lays
claim to the throne of Corinth, for Jason, but
Jason repudiates Medea to marry the daugh
ter of Creon, king of Corinth.
In a spirit of revenge and calculated cru
elty, Medea murders her two children by
Jason.
In the Fontbonne performance, musicians
Lem Roby and Dave Ramey initially set the
tone through their spine-tingling use of an
electric guitar, a trombone, and percussion
instruments. The effect was very primal; the
sounds seemed to roam about the roughhewn boulders and massi ve wooden door of
the set in search of evil intent. Roby and
Ramey’s talents were used sporadically
throughout the show; 1 would have liked to
hear more.
The music was the perfect introduction to
the Nurse’s opening monologue, which gave
the audience the background scoop on
Medea. Anne Sheahan’s Nurse was wise
and yet humorous when needed and Sheahan
carried herself as though she has been old
and half-crippled all of her life.
Vashti Ramsaroop, a freshman at the Col
lege, but no stranger to the stage (she gradu
ated from the Visual and Performing Arts
high school here in St. Louis), played the
title role of Medea. Throughout the per
formance, with virtually no props, she was
a consistently strong emotional presence,
successfully juggling godly snobbishness,
mystical eroticism, and piteousness.

Ramsaroop, whose hands and arms danced
along side of her voice for much of the play,
played well against Nick Dalton’s austere
interpretation of Jason. Dalton’s coolness
fueled the tug-of-wars between them, of
attraction and repulsion, and of power and
submission.
A play’s strength often revolves around
the constitution of its minor characters. The
supporting cast of Medea certainly held its
own. In the single short scene allowed Creon,
Jason Sommer, Poet-in-Residence of the
College and a last minute replacement to
play the character, established Creon as an
invincible yet scrupulous god.
Allie Rains, the Tutor, seemed to be plucked
straight out of our B.C. past. The Older and
Younger Children, played by Jill Wandling
and Stacy Fahrenkog (who are actually chil
dren), frolicked naturally on the stage.
Dennis Moore played the frantic Messen
ger with gusto; Kelly Taylor dawdled
through the role of indolent Aegeus. The
Women of Corinth were sprite-like in ac
tion and appearance.
The costumes, designed by Kim Doyle,
were wonderful looped and knotted crea
tions, which accessorized the music and set
as well as they did the cast The rich earthy
browns and greens of the lower class char
acters’ costumes contrasted well with the
vivid blue, purple, and red of the gods’.
Hopefully these costumes—as well as the
thrust of the play’s message— won’t wind
up in the back of the closet.

Vashti Ramsaroop (top) .as Medea revels In the anguish she has caused,
while Anne Sheahan as the Nurse describes Medea's horrible treachery.
Photo by Richard Hlnners

College Joins Fight against Homelessness
By Darrell Haynes

Approximately five hundred Missourians
joined tens of thousands for the Homeless
March in Washington D.C. on October 7.
Sr. Ruth Yates, Sr. Rita Marie Schmidt, and
Jennifer Jonesof Fontbonneattended. They
took part in the largest anti-homeless rally
since the freedom marches of the 1960s.
Protestors of all ages, incomes, and geo
graphical areas of the United States as
sembled at the Capitol. Marchers sought an
increase of federal funds for the nation’s
homeless. As of now $7.5 billion a year is
spent on the homeless — a 75 percent drop

Schucard’s Painting Brings
Americana to Singapore
By Hardy Pottinger
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from the $32 billion spent in 1980.
Marchers had hoped to increase public
awareness. Some went to put their two cents
in, claiming, “That’s all we can afford.”
Others, like Jones, went for personal enrich
ment. Jones found out about the march
through a campus ministry meeting where
scholarships were offered to those inter
ested.
Schmidt committed herself to the home
less this past summer when the general
chapter of the S isters of St. Joseph chose the
homeless issue as its way to “right relations
with persons and the earth.”
The St. Louis chapter of the Housing Now
campaign consisted of fourteen busses,
including the one sponsored by the Sisters
of Sl Joseph, in which Fontbonne represen
tatives rode.
Organizers set goals of
gathering one million
people to march in Wash
ington. Estimates suggest
that anywhere from fourty
to twenty-five thousand
crusaders marched along
Constitution Avenue, from
the Washington Monu
ment to a rally site just
short of the White House.
The Fontbonne represen
tatives believed that the higher estimates of
a quarter of a million people were more ac
curate. Although organizer’s goals were not
reached, Schmidt emphasized, “I was really
pleased with the turnout and cross-section
of the people.”
Yates was pleased as well, adding, “It’s
such an overwhelming issue, it’s easy to say
there’s nothing I can do. But if everyone felt
that way no one would do anything. I’m
thankful for the power we have when we do
unite, regardless of numbers.”

monies. Reagan spent $7 on defense for
every $1 on the homeless. The ratio in the
present administration is 44-1.
Supporters boasted signs noting the ad
ministration’s financial support of Hurri
cane Hugo. In one week the government
found $1 billion for hurricane relief. To
many, this figure is astronomical when
compared to money spent on all of Amer
ica’s homeless. One sign read, We Need
Help From Hurricane Ronnie.
Not only are Housing Now supporters
concerned with the homeless population,
they are also concerned with the future. A
congressionally-funded study predicts that
nearly nineteen million Americans will face
the prospect of homelessness in the next
fifteen years. Families with children repre
sent the fastest-growing sector of the home

'It’s easy to say there's
nothing I can do. But if
everyone felt that way no
one would do anything."

was selected because it “gives an idea of
American life and values,” says Schucard.
This year a very special honor has been - The painting is of a hunter’s lodge in St.
bestowed on Pat Schucard, Fontbonne’s
Charles.
one and only painting instructor.
“I was attracted to the very dark, thick,
It all began two years ago at the Midstate’s German feel of the place. There was some
Exhibition in Evansville, Indianna. Out of thing very heavy and masculine there that I
the many entrants from the eight-state re
wanted to get down. Kind of the American
gion of the Midwest, Schucard’s painting
male persona.”
was selected to receive the top award of the
Schucard tries to be modest about the
competition, the purchase award. His paint show. “It’s really no big deal,” he claims,
ing, Hunter’s Lodge, was bought by the adding with a twinkle in his eye, “I’m happy
Museum of Arts and Sciences in Evansville,
for the chance to have my painting seen by
where it has been on display until August of a lot of people.”
this year.
In August, Schucard received a phone call
informing him that his painting had been
COLLEGE/CAMPUS REPRE
selected by former Senator Robert Ore, now
SENTATIVE - Earn top $$.
Ambassador to Singapore, for the Arts in
Flexible
hours. Fun. Enjoy
the Embassy program. This program takes
able.
Rewarding.
Gross up to
different paintings of American artists and
$20,000
a
year
by helping
Some activists were more interested in
displays them in Embassies around the
friends
receive
grants/schol

numbers.
Some pointed to the Reagan era as
world.
arships.
For
information
the
beginning
of the end of contributions for
Schucard’s painting will hang in the Sin
please
call
(213)
967-2115.
the
homeless.
They
leaned on topics such as
gapore Embassy for two years. The painting
Reagan’s unequal distribution of defense

less population.
Perhaps the universality of homelessness
inspired all classes ofpeople. Schmidt noted
the group was “peaceful and caring, in spite
of the number involved.”
Yates, who has taken part in smaller-scaled
marches, was pleased to see “everyone arm
in arm. I’m sure the group had differences in
other areas, but we all believed in the ur
gency of this particular one.”
Three days on a crowded bus and a little
incon venience did not detract from the value
of the experience — at least that was the
Fontbonne consensus. Jones admits, “The
experience was much more monumental
than I anticipated.”

See Homeless page 8
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Library Center Offers
Classroom Resources
By Jeannette Mentesana

Education majors may be interested to
learn that the College has a resource library
on campus which offers books, periodicals,
curriculum guides and lessons plans, vid
eos, filmstrips and simulation games, all
designed for classroom use.
The International Education Consortium
(IEC), located in Washington Hall, operates
an international and multicultural resource
center. A $10 annual fee gives its user
borrowing privileges to everything in the
center.
Lois Severin, the director of the IEC,
commented, “We are here to work primar
ily with teachers, but certainly students and
others are welcome.”
This resource center is designed to enrich
usual library holdings, located in the Cur-

CPR
Continued from page 1
CPR, can help in any kind of emergency.
The training of Patton and his staff had its
amusing moments. In the CPR training,
participants had a mechanical dummy, Andy,
on which (hey practised. Andy registers the
amount of oxygen that the trainee is blow
ing into the lungs, and the amount of pres
sure that the trainee is pulling on the chest in
order to start the heart. When participants
began the training, chances were that had
they done it on a real person, they would
have broken some ribs; many applied too
much pressure. Patton was one of the ribbreakers.
Another device measures how much air
one actually pumps into the lungs through
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. In this train
ing exercise, Patton really stood out from
the crowd. He was the only trainee who
blew out Andy’s damaged lungs.
When asked if he may have been too
anxious to save Andy, Patton said, “I saved
his life but in the process, I blew out his
lungs and cracked his ribs.”
However, after repealed practice, the train
ees learned the proper way to blow into the
lungs and how much pressure to apply on
the chest. We can be assured of their exper
tise — they were all certified al the end of
the training.

Satanism
Continued from page 3
the 1600s as a parody of the Roman Catho
lic mass. Those who practice it today arc
simply ripping off Hollywood’s version of
the Satanist.
“Secondly,” he reached for the book again
and quotes, "Under no circumstances would
a Satanist sacrifice an animal or a baby!
Man, the animal, is the godhead to the Sa
tanist. The purest form of carnal existence
reposes in the bodies ofanimals and human
children who have not grown old enough to
deny themselves their natural desires. They
can perceive things that the average adult
human can never hope to. The Satanist
holds these beings in a sacred regard, know
ing he can learn much from these natural
magicians of the world."
According to J, “Any sacrificing a Satan
ist does is symbolic in nature. I am not
denying that there are some groups of socalled Satanists that do these things, but
they are fringe elements and not members of
the Church of Satan. These other groups are
largely composed of individuals with vio
lent tendencies, who would likely be a
menace to society even without using Satan

riculum Library on the second floor of the
College library. The focus of most of the
materials is on non-Westem Cultures;
however, it does have some holdings on
Europe. The video list includes The Three
Stooges in French, and television commer
cials in German. Up-to-date background
notes are kept on 180 different countries.
Books and materials are grouped by coun
try and by subject area. World areas of
specialization include Asia, Africa, Austra
lia, Antarctica, and South America. Subject
areas include visual arts, humanities, for
eign languages, health, literature, science,
mathematics, social studies, and music.
While many books, guides and films are
subject specific, as in Teaching English
Using the Media and How to Teach World
Cultures through Geography, many others
are adaptable to any curriculum.
Games in the LEC’s resource library range
from Bingo in various languages, to simu
lation games such as Hostage and Nuclear
Escape.
The International Education Consortium
is open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. The IEC also sponsors on
going lecture series. Any questions? Con
tact Lois Severin at 721-3255.

FOBOCOCO SPONSORS DANCE TO
RAISE CAMPUS AWARENESS

Lori Ringo and date enjoy a romantic break at the Commuter Council
Photo by Sheng-Pin Wu
generic dance.
By Meredith Hanley
Friday the Thirteenth can reasonably
strike horror into the souls of the faint at
heart. But not for the College commut
ers. They took it as an opportunity to
dance the night away. The commuters
got together with Campus Ministry in
order to campaign for canned goods and
to raise cam pus awareness ofWorld Food
Day on October 15, by requesting dance
goers to donate a can of food at the door.

The Name’s the Same, but
BSA Is Not Just BSA
By Mildred Galvin
The Black Students Alliance (BSA) moved
off to a shaky start this year. Rumors circu
lated that it was thinking of changing its
name. The organization has been called the
BSA since it first began.
Dr. Tommy Prison, BSA director, ex
plained, “I want to establish a larger mem
bership and make people aware that the
BSA is not just for students of color.” He
wants people to look beyond the name and
concentrate on what they do. The BSA tries
to intermingle with other campus organiza
tions and students by sponsoring various
functions. By doing this it is also raising
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money for itself.
Beverly Nelson, last year’s BSA presi
dent, feels that a lot of people think that the
BSA is restricted only to black students. She
wants to stress that it is for everyone.
“It’s just the same as when you go to class
and you leam about American history,
English literature, and American literature.
We want people to be more aware of black
literature and black culture. Black history is
a part of our culture of which everyone
should be aware.”
Well, the rumors of name change turned
out to be false, but the BSA still wants to
stress that interested students are welcome
to find out what the organization is all about.

to justify theft actions. I admit, they should "Deep spiritual love is enriched by sexual
be stopped — but because of their crimes, love, and it is certainly a necessary ingredi
entfor any satisfactory relationship. Adher
not because they claim to be Satanists.”
One frequently hears about orgies and ence to the humanistic morality ofSatanism
sexual rituals practiced by the Satanists. can evolve society in which our children can
Many have condemned cults for child grow up healthy and without the devastat
molestation and rapes. Where does the ing moral encumbrances of our existing
Church ofjSatan stand on sexual issues? society."
How can you classify Satanism as a true
“Much like the sacrificing of humans and
animals, Satanists don’t approve of crimi religion and not just superstitious non
nal acts.” He quoted the Satanic Bible once sense?
The Satanic Bible was called upon to an
again, "Satanism encourages any form of
sexual expression you may desire, as long swer this question as well. “Satanism is a
as it hurts no one else.” J explained, “There blatantly selfish, brutal philosophy. It is
are no set rules. Satanism condones any based on the belief that human beings are
type of sexual activity which properly satis inherently self
fies your individual desires. Satanists are ish creatures,
viewed in such a negative light that every thatlifeisaDarthing they stand for is bad. We are capable winian struggle
for survival of
of positive emotions like love.”
You refer to sex, the act, and love, the the fittest, that
emotion, as if they were synonymous. Is only the strong
survive and the
this belief held by Satanists?
“People define love differently. I realize earth will be
one can occur without the other. Satanists ruled by those
recognize that man is capable of many dif whofight to win
ferent emotions, love and hate being two of the ceaseless
the most intense. Sex is an act of expres competitionthat
exists in all
sion.”
Once again he quoted his faithful source, jungles — in-

Not only did the commuters attempt to
alleviate world problems, they also con
ceived one answer to one of the college’s
most pressing problems: PARKING.
Commuter Council raffled off a reserved
choice parking spot, which will be avail
able to the winner twetny-four hours a
day. Also, the winner was guaranteed
that the spot he or she won would be
available for one entire month. The money
earned from the raffle will be used to
benefit commuter students.

FONTBONNE
INTERNATIONAL
The College will expand its St. Louis
campus world-wide with a special
educational travel program from
June 6 through 20 of 1990.
Students, alumni, and friends may
participate. The price from St.Louis
is $2,265 per person. This includes
round-trip airfare, lodging, and
meals.
It's a once-in-a-Iifetime chance to
travel to Oberammergau, West
Germany for the world renown
Passion Play. The trip will also in
clude Austria, Switzerland, and
Rhine-Danube River cruises.
Twenty-two people have already
signed up, though there is room for
twice as many.
For more information, contact the
office of Institutional Advancement
at 889-1412.

eluding those of urbanized society."
J clarified his source by stating, “It is
simply my perception of man’s priorities. I
believe what I believe, and I really don’t
think this will change anyone’s mind be
cause people are too consumed with selfrighteousness.”
I did not agree with everything J said Sa
tanism stood for, but he did have some intel
ligent arguments.
It may not change Mantle’s mind, but after
speaking with J, I realized that the only
rational, realistic view of Satanism I have
heard came from a Satanist. There is some
thing very unsettling about that.

Sports
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Griffins Battle for the Top
By Tom Walsh
After a thrilling 3-0 win at Homecoming,
the soccer Griffins were hoping for a birth in
the NAIA top 20. But it wasn’t to be. As it
turns out the Griffins ranked number 21.
The Griffins, after starting 4-0, tied their
next two games leading up to the Homecoming battle against rival Columbia Col
lege. “We came out fired up and did what we

had to do,” said freshmen Jason Schicker.
The Griffins did come out fired up and
ended up with a 2-0 lead at halftime. Seniors
Mike Roberts and Tom Walsh scored for the
home team. In the second half, the defense,
which has been strong all year, continued its
dominance, holding Columbia off the score
board and enabling the Griffins to score a
late goal by Frank Licavolli to win 3-0.

Freshman Jason Schicker charges past the Kansas Newman defense.
Photo by Kim Reiter

Two days later the joy turned to sorrow. In
a very important conference matchup the
Griffins came out flat and suffered their first
loss of the season, a 1 -0 defeat. According to
senior Tom Price, “A 19-1-2 record sounds
all right though.”
That loss may have inspired the Griffins
because in the next two games they scored
a combined eight goals. First, they took on
conference foe Harris-Stowe. Mike Roberts
led the way with two goals against the
Hornets. Frank Licavoli scored in his sec
ond straight game and senior Mike Brock
land added his first career goal in what was
an impressive 4-0 win.
When Kansas-Newman came calling, the
Griffins were up to the task. Leading scorer
Gary Moro took two goals, and senior Tom
Walsh and freshman Jason Schicker both
added their second goals of the season in
what was a 4-2 win.
The Griffins started October like they ended
September. Two more wins raised their
record to 9-1-2. Missouri Valley and Mis
souri Baptist were the latest victims. Jason
Schicker’s early first half prayer was an
swered when his cross flutterd through the
air, over the goalies head, and into the goal.
This was the only goal the Griffins needed
in a 1-0 win against district rival Missouri
Valley College. Two days later against
Missouri Baptist, Gary Moro raised his goal
total to ten with two goals. Junior Mike Sell,
who has shared the goalkeeping duties with

Team captain Mike Roberts prepares
for the Steal.
Photo by Kim Reiter
Matt Brozovich, earned his third shutout of
the year.
Somewhat lost in the Griffins’ success this
year is the defense. The backfield anchored
by seniors Mike Brockland and A.J. Adewunmi has played solidly all year. To say that
the goalkeeping tandem of Mike Sell and
Matt Brozovich have played well would be
an understatement In twelve games, the
two have combined for eight shutouts, while
only letting up a total of six goals, which is
the same number of goals the Griffins scored
in thier opening game against Brescia Col
lege. Matt Brozovich, last year’s Show-MeConference player of the year, has picked
up right where he left off last year, which is
what the Griffins need to challenge for the
district crown and eventually end up in the
top 20 among the NAJ A elite. •

Volleyball Griffins Continue Winning
Pom-Pons
Spark
School
Spirit
By Tom Walsh

The pom-pon squad is off to a
good start in its second season.
Fall tryouts produced a squad of
eight.
Returning from last year’s squad
are Emily Aschinger and Mary
Ellen Owens. Rounding out this
year’s team are Debbie Hindersman, Jenni Meyer, Debbie Paul,
Tiphani Siebert, Glory Vaugh, and
Ann Whitteker.
The poms’ new sponsor this year
is Linda Moore, who previously
sponsored the squad at Culver
Stocton College. With Moore’s
help, Fontbonne’s pom-pon squad
pulled together and performed at
the Homecoming soccer game.
Aschinger, squad captain, com
mented, ‘The routine went well. I
hope the momentum and fan sup
port will continue into the basket
ball season.”
The squad’s main concern will be
raising enough money to buy new
uniforms for the upcoming season.
According to Hindersman, “It’s a
lot of work, but also a lot of fun.
Everyone cooperates very well.”
The squad can next be seen per
forming halflime routines at each
of the men’s home basketball
games.

By Tom Price

The Volleyball Griffins are looking to
improve on last year’s 31-19 mark, and it
looks like they are on their way to doing so.
The Lady Griffins have posted an impres
sive 19-13 record in their first thirty-two
games. Included in those nineteen victories
is a nine game winning streak, with wins
over S.I.U. Edwardsville of Division I and
conference rival Harris-Stowe, highlighted
by a second place finish in the Washington
University Tournament.
“I feel we could be doing better,” said
sophomore Kim Kutis. “We’re a young
team but we’re improving with each game.”
Although they are a relatively young team
(five of the nine players are underclass
men), they have been getting strong per
formances from freshmen Lisa Bossi,
Tammy Batteiger, and Shelly Buehrle.
“But when we need leadership,” said Kutis,
“the seniors are always there.”
The Lady Griffins are off to a 2-2 start in
the Show-Me Conference, with wins against
Harris-Stowe and Hannibal, and losses at

the hands of Columbia and Missouri Bap
tist.
“We have the Conference Tournament
coming up in Columbia and it would be nice
to come home as Conference champs,” says
Bossi. ‘They did last year and I’d like to

Laura King and Lisa Bossi jump up for a block. Photo courtesy of Laura King

Young Cross-Country Team
Improves with Aging
By Tom Price

The cross-country team, the College’s
newest sport, is improving with age. “All
the runners’ times have been improving by
about thirty seconds with each meet,” says
coach Dr. Brian McCue. “I’m really pleased
with their effort.”
The Griffins are looking to this first year as
a foundation for what’s to come. Under
NCAA guidelines, a school must have five
runners from each of the men’s and women’s
teams. With the men’s team limited to just
one runner, due to an injury, the college is
unable to compete as a school. But runners
are able to compete individually in a effort
to better their personal times. Over their

keep the tradition going!”
The Griffins took the Conference in the
same fashion last year waiting until the final
game of the tournament, against Columbia,
to nail down the championship. The possi
bility of a repeat performance is very real.

first four meets the runners have fared well,
with most of the runners finishing about the
middle of the pack.
“That’s pretty good, considering it’s our
first year,” says McCue. “I couldn’t ask for
much more.”
McCue’s first year team is lead by senior
Renee Sargent for the women, and fresh
man Joe Chambers for the men. Other run
ners include junior F. Shelby Liggett along
with sophomores Kathy Kennedy, Colleen
Connelly, and Jennifer Jones for the women.
And senior Kieth Woods for the men.
“All in all, I think we’re doing pretty well,”
says Renee Sargent. “People are starting to
take notice of us, which I think wilLhelp us
next year.”
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Schmidt was also satisfied. She only wished
“that we could have talked directly to Con
gress since they were in session. I think the
numbers would have spoken for them
selves.”
Yates remembers, “The three days were
educational because we had little to eat,
limited space — everything was a hassle.
When I got home I took a bath and went to
sleep. I got a better sense of the reality of the
homeless. I was exhausted from a couple of
days. When you’re homeless everything’s
an effort.”

